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Minutes 
 

1. Welcome & Roll call  
2. Feedback on Working document 

 Korea has provided a feedback document  
 UK has sent comments  

 
3. Review of open items 

 Discussions continue on the inclusion of supply lines for remote TPRDs in the 
test procedures 
  

 The reference to scientific papers, standards and test reports is considered 
too vague for the application in the type-approval process  

 

 Japan sees a lack of justification for the inclusion of changes to manifolds and 
number of chambers for conformable tanks and therefore requests to delete 
the respective footnotes or the additions to the footnotes from the  Change 
of Design table 

 

 I understand that the validity of "change of design" based on confirmable 
tanks was discussed in TF3 during GTR Phase 2, but did not reach a 
conclusion. 
I think that at this point, there is no justification that the change in the shape 
of the manifold and the change in the number of chambers will not affect the 
related tests. So, we, Japanese CPs, would like to continue to request the 
deletion of the relevant sections of the attached draft(page 77,89). If you 
have any comments or objections to this, I would be happy to receive your 
comments at the next TF. 
 

 Considering the controversial positions of the Contracting Parties on the 
material compatibility, remote TPRDs and the open question on the Change 
of design table regarding the footnotes concerning conformable tanks the 
proposal was made to exclude these items for the submittal of the informal 
document and to continue the discussions after the 73rd GRSP where an 
extension of the TF might be requested by Contracting Parties. 
 

4. Next steps: 
 Contracting Parties are requested to send their feedback on the current draft 

of the informal document and the extension of the task force to the TF 
secretariat at their earliest convenience, ideally by Monday May 15 2023 

 
Please see documents:  
R134-13-04_GRSP-73-##_03 series of amendment to R134.docx 
20230512_CP_Positions_compiled_extended.xlsx (rows 26 to 30) 
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